Vynamic™ Cash

Reduce Costs and Losses with
Automated Cash Management

Theft, fraud and handling errors are all serious threats to a retailer's bottom line. With
cash still the relevant payment method in many countries, how can retailers reduce the
cost and risks associated with manual cash handling? Using Vynamic Cash solutions,
retailers can automate the end-to-end cash-management process, minimizing expenses
and reducing losses.
OPTIMAL CASH LEVELS AT EVERY
REGISTER
Seamless payments require optimal levels of
cash at each point-of-sale (POS) register, but
recycling cash around the business increases
costs and raises the risk of losses. By using
Vynamic Cash, retailers can increase the
operational- and cost-efficiency of the cashrecycling life cycle by automating cash refill,
pick-up and balancing. With an intuitive,
web-based interface, Vynamic Cash offers
a visual display of cash levels across the POS
landscape and maintains a clear audit trail for
enhanced theft, fraud and error detection.

EFFICIENT CASH-OFFICE
MANAGEMENT
Moving cash smoothly and securely between
the register, cash office and cash-in-transit
(CIT) service demands rigorous checks
and balances. Vynamic Cash Office software
enables retailers to ensure that cash is
transported only when absolutely necessary,
reducing the associated risks and costs.
Offering tight control and the ability to fully
trace deposits, recycling and CIT collections,
the solution helps move cash across the
business efficiently. Vynamic Cash Office
also acts as a service point for cashiers
to control the refilling process or clear
traditional cash drawers.

ACCURATE REPORTING
To ensure that the cash-management process
is working effectively, retailers need a single
source of truth for data on cash-recycling
efficiency, CIT usage and denomination
balances. Vynamic Cash Store Manager
software delivers a process-based map of
retail cash management, with dashboards for
key performance indicators, enabling retailers
to highlight and address potential threats or
inefficiencies rapidly.
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HIGHLIGHTS

Business Benefits

• Ensure optimal cash levels at every POS register, enabling a smooth
checkout experience
• Optimize cash transportation—cutting costs and reducing the risk
of theft, fraud and handling errors
• Deliver accurate reports on cash-management KPIs across the
retail network, helping decision-makers identify opportunities
to increase efficiency
• Facilitate regulatory compliance with a transparent audit trail
• Support connected commerce strategies at any cash touchpoint

Vynamic Cash Module POS

• Provide cash-management functionality across the POS landscape
• Optimize cash levels at each point of sale
• Reduce the risk of cash-handling errors and fraud

Vynamic Cash Office

• Enable traceability of cash in:
- POS registers
- Note and coin recyclers
- CIT providers
• Optimize transportation of cash throughout the network
• Ensure secure, dependable cassette and safe-bag handling

Vynamic Cash Store Manager

• Monitor high-level cash-management processes across the
retail network
• Visualize cash levels across all in-store recyclers

VYNAMIC RETAIL SOFTWARE SUITE
With over 40 years of experience in retail, Diebold Nixdorf provides
a set of comprehensive solutions to accommodate the needs of global
retailers, both today and going forward. With the Vynamic Retail Software
Suite, we offer a service-oriented software solution that seamlessly
supports the entire omnichannel retail flow, including POS transactions,
self-service checkouts, mobile consumer apps, payment processing,
order management, merchandise management, customer engagement
and customer loyalty.
The Vynamic Retail Software Suite is designed on modular principles and
can be integrated―fully or partially―into existing retail infrastructures to
support consumer touchpoints in multivendor environments. As a result,
this software suite is successfully serving customers like Ikea, Tesco,
s.Oliver, Uniqlo, Kiabi and other leading global retail organizations.
Diebold Nixdorf also provides a complete portfolio of hardware solutions,
including POS systems, cash-management and selfscanning devices
and reverse-vending solutions, as well as an experienced service staff
in more than 100 countries to support retailers in their business
operations 24/7.
WHAT IS DN VYNAMIC?
DN Vynamic is the first end-to-end connected commerce software
portfolio in the marketplace. Traversing mobile, ATM, POS, branch,
kiosk, and online, DN Vynamic is a system of consumer engagement
powered by data and analytics and is cloud/SAAS ready when you are.
Built to enable the connectivity businesses of the future require, DN
Vynamic extends beyond omnichannel to enable banks and retailers
to create seamless, secure, personal connections across the digital
and physical channels of today and tomorrow.

• Manage all Vynamic Cash users

To learn more, visit DieboldNixdorf.com.
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